
AGENDA - SRA 100
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY 

Sunday, March 13, 2011, 6:30 p.m. 
Council Chambers, GH 111 

Hamilton, ON

PR0CEDURE

Call of the Roll, Adoption of Agenda, Playing of National Anthem, Announcements from the 
Chair, Approval of Minutes 10N, Delegation from the Floor, Report Period, Information Period, 
Question Period, Business, Unfinished Business, New Business, Time of Next Meeting, Call of 
the Roll, Adjournment

DELEGATION FROM THE FLOOR

1. Paediatric Emergency Room McIntyre

REPORT PERIOD

1. Health Sciences
2. Humanities
3. Kinesiology
4. Executive Board

Farjou
Kuzman
Wood
Wright

BUSINESS

1. Operating Policy 2.6 -  Executive Remuneration Shorten
2. Operating Policy 1.3.2.1 -  Promotions & Advertising Committee Campbell



MOTIONS

1. Moved by Shorten, seconded b y _________ , that the SRA approve Operating Policy 2.6 -
Executive Remuneration as circulated as attached, effective May 1, 2011

2. Moved by Campbell, seconded by________ , that the SRA approve the changes to
Operating Policy 1.3.2.1 -  Promotions & Advertising Committee (PAC) as circulated and 
attached.



Student Representative Assembly Meeting 100 
Sunday, March 13, 2011 at 6:30 p.m. 

Council Chambers, GH 111 
Hamilton, Ontario

Call to order at 6:38 p.m.

CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present

Absent
Late
Others Present

Chair

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Moved by Shorten, seconded by Terzian to adopt the agenda as presented.

Carried by General Consent

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE CHAIR

■ The Speaker reminded everyone to report any resignations and for the observers to sign in.
■ The Speaker noted that General Assembly is taking place tomorrow 4:30pm to 6:30pm in Burridge 

Gym which will include an SRA roll call.

DELEGATION FROM THE FLOOR

Paediatric Emergency Room -  HHSC Presented

Jennifer Kramer, from Hamilton Health Sciences, made a presentation concerning the conversion of the 
emergency room at the McMaster University Medical Centre to paediatric emergency care (under 18 
only) as of April 1, 2011. A copy of the PowerPoint presentation is annexed to the official copy of the 
minutes.

Questions

■ Wright asked where after-hours admissions would go, due to the hours of operation at the Urgent 
Care Center. Kramer responded the number of visits at the emergency was not as large for students 
after 10:00pm. Currently, there are no additional after-hours available for the Urgent Care center.

Bauman, Campbell, Chong, Cioci, DuBois, Farjou, Fisher, Kim, Manos, Marlowe, 
Metrailler, Popescu, Ramirez, Rathbone, Sharma, Shorten, Smyth, Stewart, Tang, 
Terzian, Wadood, Wood, Wright 
Fink, Finkle, McIntyre, Ojo,
Dillon-Leitch, Saeed, Huang, Koziol, Kuzman
Alanna Sarju, Vinissa Arulanantham, Nirosan Varathacajah, Zarbuft Siddiqu, Amanda 
Varius, Brittany Gree, Nina Stratemeyer, Oliver Johnson, Vivek Govardhanam (MSU 
Member), Bilac Husain, Samira Sayed-Rahman, Lara Tomlinson, Katie Ferguson, Maya 
Kanani, Cathy O'Donneli, Ivan Pang, Michelle Petan, Nicole Hand, David Moore 
(MSUAA), Callen Clarke (CRO), Nathan Garrett (Elections Committee), Jeff Wyngaarden 
(Arts & Science Ex-Officio), Marvin Ryder (former member, Hamilton Health Sciences 
board of directors) A. Tutolo (Administrative Assistant)
Naheed Yaqubian (MSU Speaker)
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■ Wright suggested ensuring that during certain times of the year, such as Welcome Week, that the 
Urgent Care extends hours as students are most likely to get injured.

■ Tang asked what long term plans and indicators are in place to monitor the impacts of the changes. 
Kramer responded that starting on March 28, there will be daily meetings looking at specific 
indicators regarding data, student population and patient flow. There will be changes made with who 
is going where, outcomes, resources available and an on-going review of the information will be 
assessed.

■ Stewart asked if an injured adult would be turned away if they went to the paediatric emergency. 
Kramer indicated they would not be turned away, as they would stabilize the patient while making 
calls for an ambulance to transfer to appropriate hospital. Although the new emergency is intended 
for children, there is a code blue team for adults only as the hospital is taking all appropriate 
measures to be prepared for all situations.

■ Manos inquired about ambulance costs, and if it was up the individual to pay as students may be 
hesitant to call for an ambulance because of the cost. Kramer indicated that ambulance costs will still 
occur, as the billing currently exists.

■ Cioci inquired if calls from EFRT were acknowledged in the decision. Kramer noted the most recent 
data was reviewed and although all required different levels of care, all cases from EFRT could be 
treated at the new Urgent Care center.

■ Ramirez inquired of the official statement made for the reasoning behind specializing McMaster to 
Paediatric care. Kramer responded the difficulty to sustain specialized doctors. All resources and 
programs merging will create the best practice and expertise in one spot.

■ Popescu noted the lengthy wait times at emergency rooms. She inquired if the new urgent care 
centre would improve the wait times. Kramer indicated the predicted wait times at the new urgent 
care centre are 1 to 2 hours, as patients will not be competing with serious accidents or traumas.

■ Terzian addressed that many students will not be aware of the new change, and suggested to 
increase the age to 22 years old to ensure all students on campus can be treated if necessary. Kramer 
responded that the new emergency room will only specialize in paediatrics and will no longer have 
expertise in managing adult patients.

■ Marlowe asked how the new changed would affect nursing students. Kramer replied that the new 
change hopes to give nursing students additional placements.

■ Wood asked if a helicopter pad would be implemented at MUMC. Kramer indicated that General 
Hospital will be the only one for now, however unsure of future plans.

■ Huang asked what the rationale was for turning the ER to paediatric care only. Kramer responded 
that the history and evolution of McMaster turning into a Paediatric specialization and expertise has 
been under consideration for some time.

■ Wright asked what the capacities of physicians will be at peak times, and if McMaster foresees any 
logistical problems. Kramer replied the team is in hopes of approximately 20,000 visits per year = 100 
patients per day. There is the capacity have ability to over flow as well.

■ Manos asked what hospital was best to go to if (for example) if stitches were needed. Kramer 
responded that it should never be in a state of figuring out what hospital to go to. Take care of needs 
there, and then if necessary a transfer will be made afterwards. The flow and process will be in place, 
so the patient is not compromised.

■ Fisher asked if there was a recommendation when students should be using Urgent Care. Kramer 
reiterated the presentation slide, as whatever students are used to doing they should continue.

■ Manos asked what the process was if a student that was treated at Urgent Care, now needed a bed. 
Kramer noted an agreement with the Urgent Care and other hospitals as been made, as the patient 
would not need to go through triage, everything would be taken care of through internal medicine. 
The patient would be transferred to a specific hospital on each day of the week.

■ Wright noted how difficulty in having hospitals more East bound, and suggested a long-term plan for 
looking at future locations. Kramer indicated that the decision was not taking lightly, and understands 
the disadvantage for students; however the location was deemed centralized.

■ Popescu asked what percentage the ER saw of students. Kramer responded that it was not a large 
number; however don't have exact number at this time.
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■ Fisher asked for information on educating new students in residence. Kramer indicated that 
consistency of the message will keep students informed, as well as the on-going advertising 
campaigns available.

■ Ryder added that students will be wilfully ignorant of the new change until students need it. The new 
media campaign across city will communicate changes for April 4, 2011, however Fall 2011 will be the 
best time to inform new students.

■ Sharma asked if McMaster will have pamphlets for new students. Kramer stated pamphlets would be 
shared in campus tours packages, orientation kits, etc.

■ Manos inquired if there was a plan in place for long term planning for getting the information to 
students. Kramer responded that there is long term planning in effect and through methods like 
Welcome Week, Orientation, etc. The communication will get through to students at an effective 
rate.

REPORT PERIOD

1. Health Sciences Caucus -  George Farjou presented

■ Farjou summarized his report.

2. Humanities -  Tanya Kuzman presented

■ Kuzman summarized her report.

3. Kinesiology -  no report attached. Wood presented

■ Wood reported on updates for Kinesiology.

4. Executive Board -  Matt Wright presented

■ Wright summarized his report.

5. Vice President (Finance) -  Nick Shorten presented

■ Shorten summarized his report.

QUESTIONS
■ Dillon-Leitch asked for a budget forecast of the 2011/2012 budget. Shorten responded that he is

working as best as he can to determine the surplus and deficit numbers, as well as bringing the 
operating budget down to a minimum. Shorten reassured the Assembly of a conservative 
approach to preparing the budget for future years.

■ Fisher inquired about the impacts of the changes to Welcome Week. Shorten mentioned that the 
MSU received $40,000 additional funding from the University.

■ Manos asked for an auditor update. Shorten discussed the auditors have been in the office to get
the feel of the workplace. Shorten reiterated the lower fee and additional services of the new 
auditors. They have started preliminary projections and schedules for the fiscal year.

■ Wood asked for an update on the MUSC fees situation. Shorten explained that not all the fees 
collected in 2010-11 were required to retire the last of the term loan for the MSU's share of 
capital cost of the MUSC. The University had not responded to the MSU's position concerning the 
use of the remaining funds.

■ Wright inquired about the discrepancy in health fund numbers. Shorten discussed the 
discrepancies as the report missed a pay cycle in the projection. Moreover, a lot of expenditures
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will be made in March, and the projection wouldn't be as accurate as it could be. Health plan, it
wasn't being used as much (numbers haven't been fully entered).

■ Moore inquired if the dental plan fee referendum does not meet quorum, will there be notice of
motion to have the SRA raise the fee. Shorten answered he would recommend to the SRA that 
the fee be raised to $110.

INFORMATION PERIOD

■ The Speaker announced Jean-Marc Metrailler as the new SRA Member in Social Sciences.
■ Popescu made note that the "Scientist Newsletter" is out in circulation.
■ Wright reminded the assembly of the Engineering Musical.
■ Cioci reminded the group of the on-going crisis in Japan. Text "Asia" 30333 to help.
■ Terzian gave kudos to the Charity Ball team.
■ Campbell ceded Garrett: Garrett noted The Silhouette published a very offensive article. Garrett 

discussed the article "Will your vote count", without formal citations, as questions arising were 
derived by the Silhouette. Garrett noted that no actual complaints were given to Elections 
Committee, and suggested sanction to McIntyre.

■ DuBois reminded the Assembly of the Social Sciences General Assembly on Wednesday March 23 
from 5 to 7pm. Presentations, motions and suggestions will be discussed, as well as the State of the 
Social Sciences document.

■ DuBois noted that Compass has inexpensive Bull Dogs tickets at $11, for the March 28/29 game.
■ Kuzman informed the assembly that the McMaster Thespian Company is holding an Othello

production from March 30 -  April 2 at Robinson Memorial Theatre. There will be MSU member 
performances.

■ Wadood mentioned the updates and adjustments sent out in an email to the assembly: Underground 
is experiencing higher sales, 1280 has higher revenues and the health plan has had a reduction in 
claims.

■ Dillon-Leitch noted three policy papers were passed at the OUSA Spring General Assembly.
■ Dillon-Leitch informed the assembly that Innis Library is now open Saturdays 11am to 5pm.
■ Manos discussed the open forum from 2:30pm to 4pm on Models of Teaching, hosted by Dr. Deane. 

Discussions will be on restructuring of the new 3 associate deans.
■ Koziol made note that Finkle will be sending a report on OUSA Conference to the assembly.
■ Koziol noted that the Plastic Bottle Free campaign launches on Wednesday. Click online to: 

plasticbottlefree.com, for more information.
■ Koziol commented on the success of Let's Talk Tuition as there was strong dialogue and different 

opinions, as many different members of the community were present.
■ Koziol mentioned 5 Days for the Homeless is happening. Please donate money, clothes canned goods.
■ Koziol updated the assembly on the Visual Identity Guide. The PR department, Michael Wooder and 

the PR Assistant has spent an incredible amount of time and dedication to develop a cohesive 
environment for MSU.

■ Koziol updated the assembly on the Undercovers space transitioning to a centered Health & Wellness 
area. The proposal is to bring health education space, with an overarching goal to create a holistic 
system of health & wellness together.

■ Fisher noted the Health & Wellness center is looking for a new name. Click online to the MSU
website to suggest a new name. The winning entry will win an Ipad.

■ DuBois advised that the Social Sciences Society is in the process of hiring for Outreach Coordinator, 
CRO, and Front Line editors (for the Society's magazine).

■ Cioci noted the Evergreen Conference is holding a wager to drive clean.
■ Wadood updated the assembly on the newly elected DeGroote Commerce Society president for

2011-2012 is Samuel Bong. First Year Reps will be elected in September.
■ Saeed is working on an election project to promote students to vote in federal and provincial 

elections.
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■ Campbell reminded the assembly that Services committee surveys are still up for MACgreen, SHEC & 
QSCC .

■ Fisher noted the next Science General meeting time is next Monday at 6pm and closed session is 
7pm. The McMaster Science Society has elected its executive for next year.

QUESTION PERIOD

Wright asked Koziol to elaborate on Let's Talk Tuition attendance. Koziol responded there were 
many non MSU members in attendance, such as CUPE, however exact numbers are unknown. 
Manos asked Saeed to elaborate on the funding for the incentives being offered for filling out 
surveys run by the External Affairs Committee. Koziol and Shorten responded that there is a 
special projects and promotional line.
Tang asked Koziol to update the assembly on the website. Koziol compiled a list of all major 
issues, and is in communication with Orbis to work out logistical errors. There is a meeting at 
2pm on Monday to discuss a "soft launch".
Kuzman asked Koziol about the selection of the health & wellness center committee. Koziol 
noted her involvement through the Success Center and discussions have been in place about 
who would be the appropriate party to sit on the committee.
Wright asked Koziol to review the plans for the Paediatric Emergency Room transition. Koziol 
described the comprehensive strategy Hamilton Health Sciences has in place including reaching 
out to residences and various means of social media. Koziol noted a hard copy was available and 
will be available to the assembly. Koziol described various deployment dates as important to 
release information one week before to ensure multiple avenues, such as bus shelters, are 
getting the most effective communication methods.
Terzian ceded Govardhanam. Govardhanam asked Clarke to elaborate on the election strategy 
used to promote the SRA General Elections. Clarke described the various promotions, including 
use of all available campus media -  posters, online, etc. A few delays from the underground and 
registrar were a small issue.
Kuzman asked Clarke to discuss the complications faced in obtaining information from the 
registrar. Clarke responded there was more than one-week notice given for the information to be 
provided, but it took longer.
Dillon-Leitch asked Clarke to elaborate on the election deadlines to place ads in The Silhouette. 
Clarke answered that the Silhouette was contacted 2-3 days before the deadline, but a large 
number of external ads had already been booked and space was not available for an election 
proclamation.
Rathbone asked Clarke to discuss the number of SRA seats that would have been acclaimed if the 
nomination deadline had not been extended. Clarke noted she was unable to comment. Clarke 
described that students did not have enough time to put their vote in. More concerns were 
arising, and the elections committee looked at calendar and worked with what was feasible. 
Sharma asked Clarke if there was a recommendation to change the election bylaw to match the 
constitution. Clarke responded they are not in conflict of each other; therefore a change is not 
necessary.
Metrailler asked Koziol to discuss the redundancies in the student health & education center. 
Koziol noted there have been discussions at Executive Board and comprehensive solutions will be 
implemented to ensure all spaces are well used.

BUSINESS

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

1. Operating Policy 2.6 -  Executive Remuneration
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Moved by Shorten, seconded by Ramirez that the SRA approve Operating Policy 2.6 -  Executive
Remuneration as circulated as attached, effective May 1, 2011.

Discussion
■ Ramirez urged the assembly to oppose the motion because other workers on campus are being asked 

to make concessions so the Board of Directors should too.
■ Shorten discussed the process of minimum wage. As the government mandates CPI increases the 

budget of the university is separate than the MSU. Shorten mentioned the remuneration is not 
considered a bonus, but a cost of living as matches full time staff wages according to alignment of the 
labour agreement.

■ Campbell noted the policy should be clear the remuneration is not considered a bonus.
■ Ramirez noted his opinion that it is a bonus if CPI was removed. In broader society, are wages being 

re-aligned. Ramirez urged the assembly to lead by example.
■ Moore noted that freezing salaries would eventually result in a large "catch-up increase. It was such 

an increase that led to annual CPI adjustments in order to maintain the value of the full-time 
executive salaries. Members of the board should be paid a living wage and may also have student 
loans for which repayment starts once they are not students. They are not getting rich on $35,000 per 
year.

■ Ramirez asked the assembly if the MSU and SRA are considered a business, or student government.
■ Ramirez discussed the importance of treating the situation as a real student government, adhering to

public service and principles.
■ Shorten discussed non-profit and business similarities and differences.
■ Ramirez noted that not all people are driven by material incentives.
■ Wright suggested directing the new SRA to re-evaluate the direction of the organization, and to re

examine executive remuneration in the future.
■ Smyth discussed the BoD wages are nowhere near industry wages. The BoD is based on an 

experience type role, as they are not doing their job for money. If wages are frozen, in 15 years, the 
BoD would not be able to live. Smyth reiterated the policy gets updated every year.

■ Cioci mentioned the organization wanting to cut the budget by 5%, and believes the remuneration 
policy would be a good start.

■ Popescu mentioned the increase of the salaries would be going up by $0.42 per hour.
■ Koziol noted that candidates for Board positions are not driven by wages.
■ Rathbone discussed that salaries for all politicians is always controversial.
■ Wood asked the assembly how many jobs get a CPI increase every year.
■ Fisher recommended looking at the value of the Board, and to understand the extensive job 

descriptions of the Board.
■ Ramirez asked the assembly to acknowledge the importance of changing the operating policy 

immediately.

Moved by Manos, seconded by Kuzman to call the question.

Vote to Consider the Motion
In Favour: 19 Opposed: 5 Abstentions: 4 

Abstain: Kuzman, Dillon-Leitch, Huang, Saeed 
Motion Passes

Vote on Main Motion

In Favour: 15 Opposed: 4 Abstentions: 9 
Abstain: Terzian, Stewart, Fisher, Dillon-Leitch, Tang, Wadood, Wright, Wadood, Huang

Motion Passes

COMMITTEE BUSINESS
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1. Operating Policy 1.3.2.1 -  Promotions & Advertising Committee

Moved by Campbell that the SRA approve the changes to Operating Policy 1.3.2.1 -  Promotions & 
Advertising (PAC) as circulated and attached.

■ Campbell discussed the changes with the Assembly.

Discussion

■ Smyth made a friendly amendment as the policy title should be all capital letters.

Vote on Motion

In Favour: 28 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 0 
Motion Passes

TIME OF NEXT MEETING

Sunday, March 27, 2011 
3:30 p.m.

Council Chambers, GH 111 
Hamilton, ON

CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present

Absent
Late
Others Present

Chair

Bauman, Campbell, Chong, Cioci, Dillon-LeitchDuBois, Farjou, Fisher, Huang, Kim, Koziol, 
Kuzman, Manos, Marlowe, Metrailler, Popescu, Ramirez, Rathbone, Saeed, Sharma, 
Shorten, Smyth, Stewart, Tang, Terzian, Wadood, Wood, Wright 
Fink, Finkle, McIntyre, Ojo,

Alanna Sarju, Vinissa Arulanantham, Nirosan Varathacajah, Zarbuft Siddiqu, Amanda 
Varius, Brittany Gree, Nina Stratemeyer, Oliver Johnson, Vivek Govardhanam (MSU 
Member), Bilac Husain, Samira Sayed-Rahman, Lara Tomlinson, Katie Ferguson, Maya 
Kanani, Cathy O'Donneli, Ivan Pang, Michelle Petan, Nicole Hand, David Moore 
(MSUAA), Callen Clarke (CRO), Nathan Garrett (Elections Committee), Jeff Wyngaarden 
(Arts & Science Ex-Officio), A. Tutolo (Administrative Assistant)
Naheed Yaqubian (MSU Speaker)

ADJOURNMENT

Moved by DuBois, seconded by Dillon-Leitch to adjourn.

/at

Carried by General Consent

Meeting adjourned at 9:55 p.m.



Access to the Best Care

McMaster University 
Student Assembly

March 13, 2011



Hamilton Health Sciences

Hamilton Health Sciences is a family of six unique 
hospitals and a cancer centre, serving more than 2.3 
million residents of Hamilton and Central South and 
Central West Ontario.

McMaster University Medical Centre 
McMaster Children's Hospital 
Juravinski Hospital & Cancer Centre 
Hamilton General Hospital 
St. Peter's Hospital 
Chedoke



The Communities I'Ve Serve 
at Hamilton Health Sciences
Patients travel From across two Local Health 
Integration Networks to receive specialized care 
at Irtamilton Health Sciences Facilities.

Hamilton 
Hcflllh 5 d tn c e i

I I I  M H 4

The Hamilton HoiIth Scicnccs " fa m ly 1! 

l-UimlJtDn General Hospital 
Juravinski H-as pital 

- Jufavtn^ti Canter Centre 
R cM ^ter University Medical Centre 

■ McMaster Childrerfe Hosprtarl 
Chcdoke Hospital 
St. Peteri Hospital



Access to the Best Care

In 2008, Hamilton Health Sciences introduced 'Access to 
the Best Care.'

'Access to the Best Care' is a clinical realignment plan 
designed to ensure a sustainable system in which we can 
better co-ordinate and deliver high quality complex care 
for our local and regional patients.

The major changes associated with ABC will take effect on 
April 4, 2011, after several years of ongoing consultation 
and increasingly detailed planning with our physicians, 
staff, health care partners and the community.

p \ o i r t  p ' a c e - 
B e s t C a r e -

'f'V



Rationale for Change

The current model is not sustainable
- Our changing community
- Impact of technology
- Limited number of health professionals
- Critical mass challenges

Our system  delivery gaps
- Caring for our children
- Caring for our seniors
- Chronic disease management
- Wait times / Timely access
- Ambulatory care (outpatient care) p - . o i r t  P ' a c e -

B e s t  C a r e -
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Changes to Ham ilton's health care system  
that will impact McMaster University  
students

On April 4, 2011

• The McMaster University Medical Centre emergency 
department will care for children 17 and under only. No 
adults 18 and over.

• New Main Street West Urgent Care Centre opens (for all 
ages) - located across from Visitor's Inn

• Reorganization of most adult inpatient beds from MUMC 
to Juravinski, General and St. Joseph's hospitals

^ c a a r e -

■ ^ S cie n ce s



McMaster University Medical Centre

Specializes in high risk obstetrics, 
women's health, adult outpatient 
clinics, adult same day surgery and 
digestive diseases.

McMaster Children's Hospital
Specializes in acute pediatrics 
with a dedicated children's- only 
emergency department.

R i g h t  P ' 3 0 6 -
V s l  « ,e'



New children's-only Em ergency Department 
opening April 4, 2011

Hamilton is one of the last cities of its 
size in Canada to have a dedicated 
children's Emergency Department.

Dedicated emergency care for the more 
than 600,000 children in our region.

Treats children 17 and under.

No longer treats adults.
Staffed by a team of physicians, 
nurses and specialists trained in 
emergency medicine and the 
unique medical needs 
of children.

B e s t  C a r e -

Sconces



Main Street W est Urgent Care Centre  
690 Main Street West, Hamilton

Opening April 4, 2011

For urgent and timely access to non-life-threatening illness 
or injury, located across from Visitor's Inn
Open 8 a.m. - 10 p.m., 7 days a week
Walk-in patients of all ages
Staffed by specially trained 
physicians and nurses
Equipped to perform diagnostic 
tests such as x-rays and 
ultrasounds
Better organized and coordinated 
services for 
faster patient care

p - . o i r t  P ' a c e - 

B e s t C a fe .
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IT  Em ergency vs. Urgent Care

EMERGENCY CARE URGENT CARE

Severe bleeding 
Difficulty breathing 
Chest pain or pressure 
Broken bones 
Limb amputation 
Head injury or trauma 
Sudden dizziness or vision 
Severe abdominal pain

Lacerations (stitches)
Sprains, strains or deep 
bruises
Ear infections
Urinary tract infections
Coughs, congestions, sore 
throats
Insect bites and rashes, 
abrasions, fever
Simple fractures



Em ergency and Urgent care: 
Increasing from five destinations to six

Juravinski Hospital Emergency Department
(for all ages)

Hamilton General Emergency Department
(for all ages)

St. Joseph's Healthcare Emergency Department
(for all ages)

McMaster Children's Hospital Emergency Department
(children's 17 and under only)

Main Street West Urgent Care Centre
(for all ages, serving west Hamilton) pVaCC.

r a v e *St. Joseph's Healthcare Urgent Care Centre ~
(for all ages, serving east Hamilton)

rtarti'ft00



McMaster University
Em ergency First Response Team Calls

Reasons students go to Emergency Room:
• Muscular and joint injuries
• Soft-tissue injury
• Alcohol/drug related issues
• General malaise
• Abdominal pain
• Allergic reation
• Anxiety attack
• Nausea/vomiting

Most can be treated at an Urgent Care Centre



Em ergency care options for 
McMaster University students 
W ITH A CCESS TO A U N IV ER SIT Y  PHONE

In a life-threatening emergency, call 8-8 from a university 
phone.

Campus security will dispatch to Emergency First Response 
Team (EFRT)

EFRT and Security will attend and determine recommended 
best course of action of next steps to either call EMS, or direct 
to Urgent Care Centre or Emergency room

p \ o i r t  p ' a c e - 
B e s t C a r e -

'f'V



Em ergency care options for
McMaster University students
W ITHOUT A CCESS TO A U N IV E R SIT Y  PHONE

In a life-threatening emergency, CA LL 905.522.4135  
OR USE THE SE C U R IT Y  BUTTON ON ANY  
CAMPUS PAYPHONE.

Security, EFRT and paramedics will be dispatched. This is 
the preferred method to contact EMS as security has a 
procedure with EMS to ensure they can access campus as 
quickly as possible and find their way.

Paramedics (Emergency Medical Services/EMS):
• Are specially trained to provide care immediately 

(i.e. ECGs).
• Have direct contact with physicians in Hamilton 

Emergency Departments.



Em ergency and Urgent care options for 
McMaster University students 
18 years and older

Urgent Care
• Main Street West Urgent Care Centre

690 Main St. W. at Macklin, 
west of 403 across from Visitors Inn 
8 a.m. - 10 p.m., 7 days a week

Emergency Care
• Hamilton General Hospital
• Juravinski Hospital
• St. Joseph's Healthcare, Charlton Campus

24 hours a day, 7 days a week



Em ergency and Urgent Care locations:



Com m unication to Students

Students
McMaster University Daily News online
Facebook and Twitter
The Silhouette
Posters and brochures
Health Talk and Family Connections 
newsletters
Residence Information System in 
residences



Com m unication to Com m unity

Com m unity
• Hamilton Health Sciences website - videos, 

daily countdown, ABC website
• Billboards , bus shelters and banners
• TV, radio and newspaper ads
• Posters, brochures and tent cards
• Information cards



Right Place. Best Care.

Providing our community and our region 
with high quality and timely service 

across a system of hospitals.
Best care is found in the right place.



Questions & Discussion...

B e s t

p\ace.
C a r e .
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Hamilton Health Sciences



REPORT
From the office o f the Health Sciences Caucus

TO: Members of the Student Representative Assembly
FROM: George Farjou, Health Sciences Caucus Leader
SUBJECT: Caucus Update -  SRA 100
DATE: March 13, 2011

Please find below the progress of the Health Sciences caucus from January-March 2011, and 
where the caucus is proceeding from here. Feel free to ask any questions.

Vlogs

There have been setbacks with developing the “vlog guidelines”, mainly in finding a home for 
the vlogs next year. I am currently working with Michael Wooder and Tanya Kuzman to find a 
way to continue these successfully next year, and will forego creating an Operating Policy on 
vlog guidelines until they have a permanent home in the MSU.

There are planned to be three more SRA Health Science vlogs before the end of this caucus’ term 
including: Post SRA100&P, SOLAR Status Vlog, End of Year Wrap-Up Vlog.

To view the Health Sciences vlogs, please access http://www.youtube.com/SRAHealthSci; to 
date, there have been over 1400 views for our current vlogs.

BHSS & SRA Goals

Year goals are currently being wrapped up. They include:

1) Release of a report outlining the past, present and future of McMaster University’s 
registration system (SOLAR)

a. Releasing a vlog outlining why we are stuck with the current registration system 
and what progress is occurring on this issue

2) Joint BHSS-MSU event on Thursday, March 10th
3) Releasing a survey to ascertain the needs of Health Sciences students with regards to 

study space and lounge access

If you have any questions or concerns with anything I have reported on, feel free to address them 
with me. Thank you,

George Farjou, BHSc. IV
SRA Health Sciences Caucus Leader
george.farjou@learnlink.mcmaster.ca

http://www.youtube.com/SRAHealthSci
mailto:george.farjou@learnlink.mcmaster.ca


The faculty of humanities has been involved with a myriad of events and engagement session 
throughout the past few weeks.

Firstly I wish to report that this SRA caucus has been producing SRA humanities VLOGS. They 
are now being posted on the SRA Humanities You Tube channel and we are also using the 
Humanities Holler to both report and showcase these Vlogs.

We are also working in conjunction with the Health Science faculty to develop general Vlog 
guidelines for the Student Representative Assembly as a way of enhancing and innovating with 
respect to our communication methods.

Our advertising campaign for the Humanities Holler has been extremely successful and we are 
managing to increase awareness with the use of the posters and the banner in the student center 
as well as general word of mouth. Since the launch of our advertising campaign we have has the 
faulty of humanities advising office and the office of the Deans approach us wishing to advertise 
and promote the newsletter in their offices. Currently there are print copies now available each 
month in their offices.

With respect to our faculty society, I wish to report that the MHS (McMaster Humanities 
Society) hosted an extremely successful Arts Matter Week with events ranging from live music at 
My Dog Joe and an Art Expose at 1280. We attracted many students and received valuable 
feedback about the faculty. We also worked towards evaluating how to proceed and improve Arts 
Matter next year given what was effective and what we struggled with next year. The Arts 
Matter week came to a close with a fantastic majors fair at which I was present with the faculty 
society to answer question about Humanities student government.

In addition to this, the nomination period to run for positions on the MHS began on Wednesday 
March 9th. The caucus has been working to help the faculty society promote these elections 
through our class talks and the Humanities Holler Newsletter.

As always if there are any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincealry,

Tanya Kuzman
SRA- Humanities Caucus Leader 
Tanyakuzman@gmail.com

mailto:Tanyakuzman@gmail.com


MSU
McMaster Studen REPORT

Executive Board
From the office o f  the...

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Student Representative Assembly
Executive Board
Report?
March 13th/2011

Hellerr Everyone,

Reports were presented -  nothing outrageous, good updates.

Visual Identity Guide was unveiled and hypothetical scenarios fo r its use 
were debated and discussed.

There was approval o f some service logos.

We approved some sponsorship requests.

There were several closed session items discussed regarding business 
operations.

The future of the space formerly known as Undercovers has been 
(preliminarily) decided upon.

If you have any questions, read the minutes.



Operating Policy 2.6 -  Executive Remuneration
1. PURPOSE

1.1 To ensure that wages of the Executive reflect the changes in the cost of living.

2. REMUNERATION

2.1 The President shall:

2.1.1 Be compensated $621.81637.35 per 40 hour week;
2.1.2 Receive full-time benefits;
2.1.3 Receive an apartment in addition to other full-time benefits as outlined in the 

MSU Employment Policy for Full-time Regular Employees. Full Time 
Employment Policy.

2.2 The Vice-President (Administration) shall:

2.2.1 Be compensated $674.42691.28 per 40 hour week;
2.2.2 Receive full-time benefits as outlined in the MSU Employment Policy for Full-time

Regular Employees.Full Time Employment Policy.

2.3 The Vice-President (Education) shall:

2.3.1 Be compensated $674.42691.28 per 40 hour week;
2.3.2 Receive full-time benefits as outlined in the MSU Employment Policy for Full-time

Regular Employees.Full-Time Employment Policy.

2.4 The Vice-President (Finance) shall:

2.4.1 Be compensated $674.42691.28 per 40 hour week;
2.4.2 Receive full-time benefits as outlined in the MSU Employment Policy for Full-time

Regular Employees.Full Time Employment Policy.

3. WAGE INCREASES

3.1 The wage of the Executive will be automatically adjusted to CPI as of May 1st, each year;

SRA08E (June 14/08)
SRA 08R (Mar 25/09)
SRA 10B (Apr 25/10)
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3.2 Any wage increase not related to CPI for the Executive, must be approved by a 2/3 vote 
of a full meeting of the Student Representative Assembly.



Operating Policy 1.3.2.1 -  Promotions & Advertising 
Committee (PAC)
1. PURPOSE

1.1 To maintain the public posting areas around McMaster University which are not otherwise 
controlled by an Academic Division or Department, while both preserving campus 
aesthetics and facilitating campus communication;

1.2 To enforce OPERATING POLICY 1.3.2 -  PROMOTIONS & ADVERTISING.;
121.3 To act as a promotions resource for the benefit of MSU departments, services and clubs. i

2. OPERATING PARAMETERS
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2.1 The PAC, informally known as the “MSU Poster Monkeys” will help the PAC Coordinator 
maintain the bulletin boards mentioned in section 1;

2.2 The PAC shall determine when infractions of OPERATING POLICY 1.3.2 -
PROMOTIONS & ADVERTISING have been committed and when fines should be levied 
(Except for election campaign posters which will be monitored by the Elections 
Committee);

2.22.3 The PAC shall facilitate promotional opportunities and strategies with MSU departments, 
services and clubs;

2.32.4 The PAC will first meet no later than September 15lh.

PERSONNEL STRUCTURE

3.1 The Coordinator, who shall:
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3.1.1 Be responsible for managing all activities of the PAC and for the maintenance of 
the public posting areas;

3.1.2 Perform duties outlined in the PAC Coordinator job description;
34 .3Be hired by the Student Life Development Coordinator through an application and 

interview process. a hiring committee struck by the Executive Board that shall 
consist of:

3.1.3.1 The outgoing Coordinator;
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3.1.3.2 The Vice-President (Administration);
3.1.3.3One (1) Executive Board Member.

3.2 The Volunteers, who shall:

3.2.1 Be responsible for supporting the PAC Coordinator’s responsibilities;
3.2.2 Perform duties outlined in the PAC Volunteer job description;
3.2.3 Be selected by the PAC Coordinator through an application process.


